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Storage Cabinet (18" x 72" x height)

Work surface

Book shelf

Electronic workbench (test equipment on upper
shelf.) Closed loop solder vapor filter on surface.

Storage (Lista) cabinet

Tool cabinet
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General Notes
1. Dimensions:

Dimensions shown are inside and measured from the inner surface of 
the lagging. They are not structural, they are intended only to portray the 
actual useable space.

2. Doors:
The doors at the fore and aft end of the Computer Lab are 26" opening 
with door removed but only 24" with door on it's hinges.

3. Racks:
Rack dimensions are 24" by 36". Deep racks are required to 
accomodate some of the existing and future electronics. Cable 
management space between the racks is allocated 4".

4. Work (table) surfaces:
Table surfaces will be 29" above the deck. Table surfaces are 3/4" 
finished one side plywood with smooth polyurethane finish. Surfaces are 
mounted on Unistrut from the bulkheds using standard table brackets. 
Front and exposed side edges are finshed with half-round moulding 
glued and nailed in place with a flush and sanded surface, particularly on 
the top surface.

When beat up (by securing temporay equipment) they are easily 
replaced. Permanent equipment on the table tops are mounted with 
T-nuts from the bottom.

5. Book shelves:
Two rows of 14" deep book shelves to be mounted between the frames 
on the Unistrut with the bottom 28" above the work surface.  Allow  14" 
clearance above the inside, bottom of the lower shelf. Provide 
removeable retaining bars for all shelves.

6. Securing equipment:
All items mounted on walls will be mounted to Unistrut channels to be 
installed.
Equipment mounted to the deck will be mounted using existing (or new) 
threaded inserts and foundation plates as necessary. Use of threaded 
inserts and Unistrut provide optimum flexibitliy when re-arranging 
equipment for temporary or longer term installations and reduce the 
need for hot-work.
Hot work will be required to remove existing foundations, to add some 
inserts, to mount the Unistrut, and to create a top mount for the new 
racks.

Junction box in overhead

Bookshelf above

Whiteboard

Storage cabinet under work surface

File cabinet (2 drawer) below work surface

Printer on shelf bracket above work surface

Narrow shelves (deck to  ~ 2m)
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Watchstander table (30" x 138")

Shelves above the top of the racks only.

Visting/temporary real-time system (e.g. deep tow or seismic)

Future location of possible port lights
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